The most beautiful moments always seemed to accelerate and slip beyond one’s grasp, I believe that all of us agree on this say. 10 teachers and 100 students in just 2 days have made a meaningful and unforgettable memory that last forever.

On the first teaching day, it was a challenge for us but we overcame it. Time and student size were uncertain until the meeting with Principal, we have prepared so much but teaching time was inadequate. Therefore, the ice-breaking game was shorten and more focus on English teaching as Principal wished to. I really appreciate for the efforts our students made, without their cooperation, teaching would not be that smooth.

As learned from the experience on first day, the teaching went smoother afterward. Students paid full attention and enjoyed the activities, even the students from other classes invited our participants to teach their classes. Needless to say, the scene when we were leaving the school is most impressive. Girls were crying and boys were holding hands to block the exit. It is touching that students are that simple and naive. Our teaching and caring were short but may enough to impress them for life long.

This summer volunteering camp is unexpectedly successful. It is rewarding not only for students in Guangxi, but also students participated in teaching. As promised the students to teach them again, I hope that next volunteering camp will have more student teacher and activities to cover more classes in the primary school.